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Ref.: Threats to democracy, disinformation and attacks on the Brazilian Judiciary

1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Democracy is being threatened in Brazil. Since Jair Bolsonaro’s election in 2018, the Executive branch has attacked the Judiciary, the press, universities, non-profit organizations and social movements, imposing a significant threat to democratic pluralism in Brazil. Bolsonaro’s government publicly encourages attacks on institutions and violence against political opponents, and undermines trust in constitutional procedures necessary to the protection of rights and the peaceful resolution of electoral and political conflicts.

Judges as the enemy. A vibrant system of checks and balances and limits to state power is an indicative of a healthy democracy. However, judicial authorities in Brazil, the Supreme Court (STF) and the Superior Electoral Court (TSE) in particular, face an unprecedented campaign of distrust and public threats to judges who decide against the government’s agenda. On September 7th 2021, before a crowd of dozens of thousands of protesters, Bolsonaro uttered a series of direct threats to the Supreme Court, extolling disobedience to judicial decisions and even threatening specific judges. Such presidential attacks have become recurrent. Moreover, without any evidence, Bolsonaro publicly claims that the Brazilian electoral system can be and has been rigged, and has even claimed that the TSE judges are behind such alleged frauds.

Delegitimization through mass disinformation. Supporters of the Bolsonaro government have heavily relied on disinformation strategies. By taking advantage of under-regulated or even uncontrolled digital arenas and social media, the President and close allies have disseminated false or manipulated information regarding the Judiciary, presenting the Supreme Court as a national enemy.
Undermining public trust in the electoral system. Since the 30s, Brazilian elections have been overseen by the Electoral Justice. As an independent authority for organizing elections and safeguarding electoral integrity, the Electoral Justice is expected to act as an obstacle to a president’s attempts to remain in power even in the face of an electoral defeat. President Bolsonaro said in several occasions the current electronic ballot system is not reliable, that it is subject to manipulation by political adversaries, and therefore not legitimate. Bolsonaro has supported disinformation and false claims on frauds in the 2018 elections, even though he himself was the winner. These manifest attacks on democratic legality undermine the authority of Brazil’s Electoral Justice, building support for future attacks on the courts and even open disregard for electoral results that are not favorable to Bolsonaro and his political allies.

The Brazilian Judiciary under siege. Judicial independence in Brazil is facing challenges that are unprecedented since democratization in the 1980s. Access to an independent judiciary is a human right, and the existence of independent courts is an internationally recognized precondition to the exercise of other human rights. Its importance is emphasized within the United Nations. Therefore, given the severity and importance of the case presented, the situation described in this document requires adequate measures to be taken to reassure respect for judicial independence in Brazil.
2 INTRODUCTION

There is a global trend of democracies moving towards autocratic forms of governance, along several dimensions – what we could call a **worldwide de-democratization movement**. A few years ago, Freedom House (2018) issued the following warning:

> Political rights and civil liberties around the world deteriorated to their lowest point in more than a decade in 2017, extending a period characterized by emboldened autocrats, beleaguered democracies, and the United States’ withdrawal from its leadership role in the global struggle for human freedom.  

**Democracy is in crisis.** The values it embodies—particularly the right to choose leaders in free and fair elections, freedom of the press, and the rule of law—are under assault and in retreat globally. [emphasis added]

2020 was the **15th consecutive year of decline in global freedom**, with the **expansion of authoritarian governments**. The number of countries doing worse in democratic indicators has already surpassed those with democratic improvements by the largest margin since the negative trend began in 2006. According to the Freedom House2, “the long democratic recession is deepening.”

The Covid-19 pandemic provided an excuse for the increasing use of authoritarian practices in many countries3. Several political leaders have expanded executive powers under the pretext of protecting human lives, like in the Philippines and in Hungary4. In Brazil, increasingly authoritarian practices have included attacks on the press and

---


individual journalists, government-promoted disinformation, and even threats to health workers and civil servants.

In 2021, Freedom House warned that democracies are under attack in every region of the world through the emergence of authoritarian populist leaders and groups that reject pluralism, persecute minorities, and attack the separation of powers, in a context of strong polarization and political and economic instability. The report *Nations in transit – the antidemocratic turn* shows the strengthening of the

---


8 FREEDOM HOUSE. *Democracies in decline*. NY, 2021c. (Sep. 11, 2021). Available at: https://freedomhouse.org/issues/democracies-decline

de-democratization process in Central Europe and Asia. All twenty-nine countries evaluated in the report had a democratic deterioration in the last four years.

In the same vein, in the publication of its 29th “World Report”\(^\text{10}\), in 2020, Human Rights Watch (HRW) warned about a “dark period for human rights” and identified an upward movement of autocratic leaders, placing Jair M. Bolsonaro alongside Recep Erdogan (Turkey), Rodrigo Duterte (Philippines) and Viktor Orbán (Hungary).

Across such different countries and contexts, these new leaders share certain features, among which an aggressive discourse against two institutional pillars of liberal democracy - civil liberties and checks and balances between the branches of government. Such authoritarian populist rhetoric is exclusionary by nature, intimidating the political opposition as “enemies” an putting what they call “the people” against the existing institutions.

Brazil under Bolsonaro fits in this context. **Bolsonaro’s authoritarian assault** has been strongly felt within numerous institutions in the country, including those destined for promoting human rights. In particular, Bolsonaro has elected the Judicial branch as his main target. The president has followed a recurring and constant pattern of conflict and attacks on judges - from the dissemination of fake news from supporter networks to foster institutional distrust, to insults and personal attacks on specific judges during interviews, official speeches and public speeches to his supporters during mass demonstrations\(^\text{11}\).

These patterns challenge the spirit of liberal constitutionalism, echoing instead old fascist anti-democratic and authoritarian extreme right tropes\(^\text{12}\). Independent judges are a natural obstacle to such an illiberal agenda, which needs to undermine or co-opt


institutional checks on state power. Given the importance of judicial independence as a pillar of liberal democracies, protecting constitutional guarantees and rights and checking would-be autocrats regardless of their electoral support, authoritarian populists typically **attempt to undermine and control the judiciary**. Moreover, in the case of Brazil, judges are essential not just for the impartial application of laws and the constitution, but also for the integrity of electoral proceedings.

In this endeavor, a typical strategy has been to enlist voters against judicial and electoral institutions through massive disinformation, relying on general **dissatisfaction with democracy**. Existing **feelings of anxiety and distrust towards institutions have been exploited and weaponized by leaders from the far-right**, who - molding it according to regional specificities - catalyze and channel public dissatisfaction against specific institutions that limit their power.

**Brazil is heading in this direction.** Between 2018 and 2021, the country dropped 5 (five) points in the Freedom House general index in a mere three-year-interval. In this scenario, there have been **coordinated attacks on the Judiciary by the President Bolsonaro and his allies**. As with other illiberal governments, the attacks maintain constant tension between institutions, and between citizens and institutions. In the case of Bolsonaro, this includes expressing **public approval for non-democratic forms of government**, including the military dictatorship (1964-1985). In several occasions, the President has supported and even appeared in demonstrations calling for the adoption of dictatorial measures against civil liberties and for shutting down the Supreme Court.

---

As we mentioned, the judges targeted by Bolsonaro play a double role in limiting his power. Other than the "Supremo Tribunal Federal" (Supreme Federal Court, STF), there is the "Tribunal Superior Eleitoral" (Superior Electoral Court, TSE), which includes three STF judges in its composition. As we will show, the President has encouraged attacks on both Courts and its specific judges, threatening several times to disobey judicial decisions, and spreading disinformation to turn specific judges into enemies and targets for his followers.

This dynamic is visible in the COVID-19 pandemic. In early 2020, the Supreme Court decided whether States and Municipalities could take restrictive measures (such as social isolation) for the purpose of fighting the public health emergency according to local realities. The Court ruled that, within existing federative arrangements, States and Municipalities had the autonomy to adopt such measures, according to local realities and conditions and respecting the competences of other units of the federation. The decision made clear that this local autonomy did not exclude the Federal Government's own responsibility and specific competences for protecting public health. However, after the ruling, the President's Twitter account disseminated the false claim that the Court decided the Federal Government could not take measures to confront the pandemic. Such assertions were repeated by the President in different moments and contexts since 2020, even though they have been flagged as false by several media outlets, by the STF itself, and in the final report of the Senate Investigate Committee on the Pandemic ("CPI da

16 The TSE is composed by three Judges from among the Justices of the Supreme Federal Court, two judges from among the Justices of the Superior Court of Justice and two judges from among six lawyers of notable juridical learning and good moral repute, nominated by the Supreme Federal Court.


Throughout the pandemic, Bolsonaro criticized measures to promote social isolation and accused governors and the press of “spreading panic”, while participating in demonstrations against measures to combat COVID-19. Such demonstrations included anti-democratic demands, such as shutting down Congress and the Supreme Court\(^\text{20}\).

Bolsonaro's attacks have so far sought to intimidate both the STF and the TSE. By attacking high courts, **Bolsonaro tests the limits of institutions, encouraging his supporters to act against the courts and its judges** (as we will detail below) and eroding support for institutions in ways that end up strengthening his own illiberal, authoritarian agenda.

### 3. THE BRAZILIAN SCENARIO: ATTACKS AGAINST THE BRAZILIAN SUPREME COURT AND THREATS TO DEMOCRACY

#### 3.1 Brazil joins the group of countries governed by autocratic leaders

The 2018 national elections represent a turning point in Brazilian democratic history. For the first time since the end of the Brazilian military dictatorship (1964-1985), the country had a competitive presidential candidate who openly embraced the dictatorial regime, and sometimes even denied that there had been a military coup in Brazil. This should not be a surprise, considering his previous career in Congress. In 1993, in an interview to “Câmara Aberta” TV program\(^\text{21}\), Bolsonaro declared he was in favor of the

\(^{19}\) CARAMURU, Pedro. Bolsonaro diz ser inacreditável o que acontece no STF e apoia pedem fechamento (Bolsonaro says it is unbelievable what happens in the Supreme Court and his supporters call for its shutdown). *O Estado de São Paulo*. (Jun. 26, 2021). Available at: [https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,bolsonaro-diz-ser-inacreditavel-o-que-acontece-no-stf-e-apoiadores-pedem-fechamento.70003759872](https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,bolsonaro-diz-ser-inacreditavel-o-que-acontece-no-stf-e-apoiadores-pedem-fechamento.70003759872). The STF’s official reply to Bolsonaro’s post was released in the court’s YouTube channel, at: [https://www.youtube.com/embed/IM77JBrx1c?autoplay=1](https://www.youtube.com/embed/IM77JBrx1c?autoplay=1). The “CPI da Pandemia” final report mentions the false claim in discussing the President’s involvement in the organized dissemination of disinformation during the pandemic (p.648 of the report, which can be found at: ...).


\(^{21}\) Available at: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihv1497x37c](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihv1497x37c).
dictatorship and of torture, and that, if he ever became President, he would shut down Congress. When questioned by the interviewer about his proposal, Bolsonaro said that, for people to see actual change in the country, it would take “a civil war” and “the job that the military regime did not, killing some thirty thousand, […] if some innocents are going to die, that’s all right”. 22 In 1999, as a congressman, Bolsonaro stated that President Fernando Henrique Cardoso should be shot for his political decisions. 23

During his 2018 presidential campaign, in an interview to “Roda Viva” TV program, on “TV Cultura” channel24, Bolsonaro stated that the military actions during the dictatorship were justified and that, if he had been there, he would have acted in the same way. On March 2019, the spokesperson for the government, General Rêgo Barros, officially stated that “The president does not consider March 31st 1964 to have been a military coup”. 25 The Bolsonaro government has consistently celebrated March 31st.26 Even when confronted with cases of violence and torture by state agents, his support for the military remained strong. Indeed, encouraging and celebrating violence has been a common trope in Bolsonaro’s rise to power. The president notoriously celebrated Colonel Carlos Alberto Brilhante Ustra (1932-2015), whose role as a torturer has been recognized in judicial proceedings27, as a “national hero”, expressly praising his role in torturing...

24 Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDL59dKeTi0.
27 https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/brasil/fs/1010200834.htm
former President Dilma Rousseff. During his presidential campaign, whilst speaking to the crowds in front of him and holding a gun in his hands, Bolsonaro spoke of “shooting” all the affiliates of his main opposing party, the PT – a comment later dismissed as a joke.

With Bolsonaro’s victory, Human Rights Watch added Brazil to the list of countries with autocratic leaders. The 2019 World Human Rights Report pointed out that Bolsonaro poses a “great risk to public safety” as he “openly encourages the use of lethal force by the military and police”, also highlighting the threats arising from his endorsement of torture and instigation of violence against opponents and the press. In the same context, Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) downgraded Brazil's classification from a liberal democracy to an electoral democracy in 2020, due to the authoritarian profile of Bolsonaro and his attacks on the press, science, and political opponents, as well as his encouragements of violent political polarization.

In 2021, V-Dem warned that, in a period of ten years – 2010-2020 – Brazil ranked 4th among the 10 main countries that advanced in this process of democratic
erosion\textsuperscript{35}, losing only to Poland, Hungary and Turkey, and being ahead of countries like India (7\textsuperscript{th} place) and Thailand (10\textsuperscript{th} place). International IDEA (International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance) also warned that Brazil has the highest number of declining democratic attributes in the world and since 2016 has been undergoing a process of democratic decline.

In this scenario, and with this public trajectory, Bolsonaro began his onslaught against the Federal Supreme Court (STF) and the Superior Electoral Court\textsuperscript{36}.

\section*{3.2 The attempt to delegitimize the Supreme Court (STF)}

Even before taking office, the Bolsonaro camp had already signaled lack of respect for judicial independence. In his 2018 electoral campaign, Bolsonaro stated he would increase the number of STF from 11 to 21, appointing 10 new “independent” judges, saying that this was necessary to “change the fate of Brazil”.\textsuperscript{37} Eduardo Bolsonaro, son of the President and currently a Federal Deputy, declared: “If you want to close the STF, you don't even send a jeep, just send a private and a corporal”. Eduardo Bolsonaro further stated: “I believe that if the next president takes measures and approves projects that are contrary to the taste of this Supreme Court, they will declare it

\begin{thebibliography}{10}
\bibitem{36} “Finally, in the case of Brazil, it should be noted that, although there is still more than a year to go before the presidential and legislative elections of October 2022, President Jair Bolsonaro - who, according to all indications, will seek his re-election - has already made serious and numerous complaints against the reliability of the electronic ballot boxes and has attacked the Superior Electoral Court (in particular two of its magistrates, judges Alexandre de Moraes and Luis Roberto Barroso). Regarding the ballot boxes, the Brazilian President stated that they are a source of fraud and proposed a reform that was rejected by Congress. Regarding the electoral process, he assured, without evidence, that a fraud is being prepared. The constant confrontations between President Bolsonaro and the Superior Electoral Court led this institution to open up to him an administrative investigation for his smear campaign against the electronic voting system and that he also asked the Federal Supreme Court for his inclusion in an investigation into the spread of fake news. The denunciations of anticipated fraud and the attacks against the highest electoral authority in Brazil, added to the very high level of political polarization that exists in the country, create very complex and dangerous conditions for the normal development of the next electoral process.” Democracia en tiempos de crisis. IDEA. Available at: \url{https://www.idea.int/gsod/las-americas-report}.
\bibitem{37} Bolsonaro quer aumentar número de ministros do Supremo (Bolsonaro wants to increase the number of Justices in the Supreme Court). \textit{Folha de São Paulo}. São Paulo (Jul. 02, 2018). Available at: \url{https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2018/07/bolsonaro-quer-aumentar-numero-de-ministros-do-supremo.shtml}.
\end{thebibliography}
unconstitutional. And here, we won't bend to them. I want to see someone complaining when it’s time for a more painful disruption than merely putting ten more Justices inside the Supreme Court. If this moment comes, I want to see if there will be anyone that will go to the streets to protest in favor of STF, who will go to the streets to say: ‘Judge X, come back, we miss you’.”

Since the beginning of Bolsonaro’s term in office, groups of supporters, incited by the President himself, have promoted coordinated digital attacks against the STF to undermine institutional stability. The idea of packing or shutting down the Supreme Court or has become permanent features of the Bolsonaro camp’s communication strategies. On March 14, 2019, “Folha de S. Paulo”, one of Brazil’s most traditional news outlets, reported that, “led by ‘bolsonaristas’ WhatsApp groups that had been deactivated after the campaign returned to operation.” According to the story, “the communities elected a common target: the Supreme Court. Photo collages call for the ‘end of STF’, point out ‘the judge gown against the people’ and call the Justices criminals.”

The messages, according to “Folha de S. Paulo”, also disseminated disinformation on the role, functioning, and members of the Court. One of the posts even stated that the Supreme Court had “clients such as BNDES” (the Brazilian Development Bank), and that, “the OAB [Brazilian Bar Association] and the Judiciary were aligned with this communist mafia and drug trafficking throughout Latin America”. Another post stated “the STF can only be overthrown with effective and massive action by the people. The government cannot get them out of there alone”.

---

38 Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UeC27gJwg-s.
39 “Bolsonarista” (sing.) is the term used to refer to those who are fiercely in favor of Jair Messias Bolsonaro. In reference to the term Trumpist (relating to Donald Trump), a Bolsonarista could be called a Bolsonarist.
Especially since the COVID-19 pandemic started, the Supreme Court has played a key role in constraining the current government, in several decisions, with several decisions within the scope of the Judicial Review, being the main ones: a) Suspension of restrictions imposed on requests for access to information during the Pandemic (Direct ADIs nos. 6,347, 6,351 and 6,353); b) Suspension of the campaign “Brazil can't stop” (ADPF nos. 668 and 669), which, following the denial policy of the federal government, defended the flexibilization of the social isolation imposed by the state governors; c) Decision in favor of the autonomy of the states in the implementation of public policies to confront COVID/19 (ADI nº 6,341); d) Suspension of Alexandre Ramagem’s nomination to head the Federal Police (MS nº 37,097/DF), due to allegations that Ramagem’s appointment would illegally favor the President’s interests in ongoing investigations involving his allies and relatives.

In each of those episodes, the Bolsonaro government's reaction to the judicial defeats ultimately involved attacking and threatening the institutions, promoting a growing political-institutional crisis. Some of these threats did not come directly from the President, but from key players of his cabinet, including members of the Armed Forces. For example, within Criminal Inquiry nº 4,831, Judge Celso de Mello, required the Attorney General’s Office to present its views on a request, made by political parties, regarding the seizure of Bolsonaro’s and his son Carlos Bolsonaro's cell phones. Criticizing the judicial request (which simply gave the Attorney General the opportunity to speak on the issue – a typical, regular measure within most proceedings in the STF), the Chief of the Institutional Security Office (GSI), retired General Augusto Heleno, published the following note on his social network (Twitter):
“The President of the Republic’s Office for Institutional Security alerts the constituted authorities that such an attitude is an obvious attempt to compromise harmony among the Powers and could have unpredictable consequences for national stability.” [emphasis added]

In an interview, the then Secretary of the Ministry of Defense, General Fernando Azevedo e Silva, said the Armed Forces supported such statements.\(^{41}\) In this context, Gen. Augusto Heleno’s public message appears as an attempt to intimidate and curb the exercise both of judicial power and of congressional opposition in Brazilian democracy, preemptively raising the cost (by means of threats) for the deployment of judicial checks on the President.\(^{42}\)

On May 28, 2020, Bolsonaro, further accentuating the crisis by sharing, on his social networks, an interview conducted by a far-right law professor with the caption: “A live interview with Ives Gandra: Politicization in the STF and the punctual application of article 142”\(^{43}\). In that interview, which is no longer available on the YouTube platform, Gandra – who, like Bolsonaro, denies that the military performed a coup in 1964\(^{44}\) - defended that article 142 of the Brazilian Constitution allowed the Armed Forces to intervene “punctually”, as a "moderating power", if the STF acted beyond its powers\(^{45}\). Article 142 is taken by the legal community to mean precisely the opposite, establishing


\(^{42}\) CARVALHO, Daniel; TEIXEIRA, Matheus. General Heleno fala em ‘consequências imprevisíveis’ se celular de Bolsonaro for apreendido (General Heleno speaks of ‘unpredictable consequences’ if Bolsonaro’s cell phone is seized). Folha de S. Paulo (May 22, 2020). Available at: https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2020/05/general-heleno-fala-em-consequencias-imprevisiveis-se-celular-de-bolsonaro-for-apreendido.shtml .

\(^{43}\) Available at: https://twitter.com/jairbolsonaro/status/1266101269975924744?s=20

\(^{44}\) LIMA, Paulo. Para jurista, chegada dos militares ao poder em 1964 não foi golpe (For the jurist, the militaries arrival to power in 1964 was not a coup). R7 (Mar. 31, 2019). Available at: https://noticias.r7.com/brasil/para-jurista-chegada-dos-militares-ao-poder-em-1964-nao-foi-golpe-31032019 .

the Armed Forces can only act for the purpose of “guaranteeing constitutional powers”, according to the law, and by request of the political branches.

Bolsonaro also publicly called for and encouraged demonstrations on Independence Day (September 7th), in 2021, against the STF and two specific judges in particular. Such behavior drew the attention of the other branches, with both the Chief Justice and the President of the Senate going public to defend the separation of powers and democratic institutions. Moreover, Bolsonaro has recurrently attacked Judge Alexandre de Moraes, who, after a request from a Senate Investigative Committee, opened an inquiry to investigate presidential statements, made in one of his speeches in his social media, association vaccines and increased risk of contracting the HIV virus.

So far, the Bolsonaro government has **predominantly employed informal mechanisms** to attack the Supreme Court. The president fashions and disseminates an aggressive narrative putting his supporters on the edge and against the STF, even making false claims that Judge Roberto Barroso (who was then Chief Justice of the Superior Electoral Court - TSE) **defended pedophiles**. Bolsonaro has thus followed

---


50 “This is the Justice who defends reducing the age of criminal responsibility for statutory rape, that is, pedophilia is what he defends. Justice who defends the legality of drugs. With all these flags, he shouldn't be in the Supreme Court. He should be in Parliament. There is the proper place for each one to defend their flags.” FERRARI, Hamilton. Bolsonaro ataca Barroso e liga ministro à pedofilia. *Poder 360* (Jul. 10, 2021). Available at: https://www.poder360.com.br/governo/bolsonaro-diz-que-barroso-defende-a-pedofilia-e-que-nao-deveria-estar-no-stf/.
the playbook of authoritarian leaders elsewhere, raising moral panic around his opponents to make it easier to publicly attack and take measures against them.\textsuperscript{51}

3.3 Use of formal mechanisms to threaten the Supreme Court (STF)

When discussing a pending Supreme Court case on budgetary proceedings which would greatly affect the government’s relationship with Congress, Bolsonaro stated he had “10% of myself the Supreme Court”\textsuperscript{52}, referring to Judge Nunes Marques. The president mentioned that Judge Marques, while in the minority, still had the means to prevent a decision to be made in that case. While the President only made two appointments so far to the court, and his influence inside the body of 11 judges is still limited, in the meantime he and his allies have used several different mechanisms to try and intimidate the court from outside.

According to the Constitution (article 52, II), Supreme Court judges can be removed through an impeachment process before the Senate. Bolsonaro has been the first president to file an impeachment petition against a Supreme Court judge – in this case, Alexandre de Moraes, rapporteur of several investigations involving the President and his supporters in their attacks to the Court, to the elections and to democratic institutions.\textsuperscript{53} On August 20, 2021, Bolsonaro presented to the Senate an impeachment


\textsuperscript{53} A) Inquiry (nº 4831) to investigate the alleged interference of the President of the Republic in the Federal Police, as a result of the accusations made by the former Justice Secretary, Sérgio Moro. The Inquiry had been suspended by Justice Marco Aurélio, in September 2020, but was resumed by Alexandre de Moraes’s order on July 30, 2021.

B) ”Fake news” Inquiry (Inquiry nº 4781/2019), initiated in order to investigate the existence of fraudulent news, slanderous denunciations and threats against the Court, its Justices and their family members, instituted by Ordinance nº 69/2019 of the Presidency of the Supreme Court (Justice Dias Toffoli). On August 4, 2021, Justice Alexandre de Moraes approved the request – made by the President of TSE, Justice Luís Roberto Barroso, and unanimously approved by the other TSE Justices – to include Bolsonaro as investigated for attacks on electronic voting machines and the electoral system.

C) Inquiry investigating alleged malfeasance of the President of the Republic in the case of the Covaxin Vaccine, from the request of the Federal Prosecutor General’s Office, as a result of complaints filed with the Covid-19 Pandemic Parliamentary Committee of Investigation (CPI). This case becomes peculiar because the Senators from the CPI itself asked the Supreme Court to open of this investigation. However,
petition alleging that Moraes had behaved in a manner incompatible with the judicial decorum, but it was summarily dismissed by the President of the Senate, without even being sent to a commission for preliminary analysis, due to the charges manifestly lacking in substance.54

In 2021, political allies of Bolsonaro began to mobilize support, in Congress, to change the mandatory age of retirement for Supreme Court judges, from 75 to 70 years.55 Constitutional Amendment Proposal (PEC) nº 159/201956 was presented by Representative Bia Kicis, one of the main government allies in the Chamber of Deputies. By changing the retirement age to 70 (seventy) years, if applied to the sitting judges, this proposal could give the current President of the Republic the possibility to nominate two more Justices for the vacancies that would be made immediately available (as Judges

as the STF's provocation for this procedure must come from the Federal Prosecutor General (PGR), Justice Rosa Weber required PGR to speak out about it, but he asked the Supreme Court to wait for the completion of the CPI's work. However, Justice Rosa Weber denied the request and ordered the PGR to comment on the Senators’ action. There is currently a strong criticism on PGR’s actions in the sense of being silent and colluding with the President’s actions.

D) Furthermore, Alexandre de Moraes, on August 12, 2021, also accepted TSE's request to investigate the President of the Republic for alleged data leakage in a confidential investigation carried out by the Federal Police, regarding the hacker attack suffered by the Electoral Court in 2018. In addition, the Justice ordered the removal of the Federal Police Delegate, Victor Neves Feitosa Campo, who was conducting the police investigation, and the immediate initiation of disciplinary proceedings to investigate the secrets propagation.

E) After ordering the dismissal of the Inquiry that investigated anti-democratic acts in 2020, Justice Alexandre de Moraes authorized the opening of a new investigation of acts against democracy (“Digital Militia” Inquiry). It was a way of maintaining the examination, despite the dismissal request made by PGR. This new Inquiry aims to assess whether the structures of the State (Federal Executive Branch and Federal Legislative Branch) were used to propagate attacks on institutions on social networks. According to Moraes, in the investigation of the democratic acts, several evidence appeared that parliamentarians, such as Eduardo Bolsonaro (one of the President's sons), and Bia Kicis (who has privileged jurisdiction in STF) were involved, and that one of the group's aims was to obtain public funds for the propagation of undemocratic acts.


55 In 2015, the Constitution was amended to change the mandatory retirement age from 70 to 75 (EC n.88/2015; the full text of the constitutional amendment is available at: http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/constituciao/emendas/emc/emc88.htm).

Ricardo Lewandowski and Rosa Weber would be forced to retire. This maneuver would have given Bolsonaro the chance to appoint four judges to the Court.

Lowering retirement ages for judges is a well-known strategy for authoritarian leaders and governments to subdue otherwise independent courts. Indeed, in interviews, the congresswoman confirmed the amendment’s goal of reshaping the STF according to the ideology of the current government. According to Kicis, lowering the mandatory retirement age of the Supreme Court Justices (a well-known manipulation that other authoritarian populist leaders have repeatedly used) could make the court more “balanced”, as, according to her, current judges are “aligned with agendas that are at odds with the will of the majority of the people as demonstrated at the electoral polls”. Thus, with Bolsonaro's new appointments, there would be “a Court that is more liberal in economic matters, and more conservative in cultural [costumes] matters. The most important thing is to stop judicial activism. We do not want judges that decide according to their consciences, but that decide according to the law and the Constitution.”

While such formal measures have not yet succeeded, they have failed due to Bolsonaro’s own difficulties in his relationship with Congress – not because of any kind of self-restraint on these actors’ part. Bolsonaro and his allies in Congress have made their plans for the STF and the courts very clear, and will most likely return to them in case they are victorious in the 2022 elections.

3.4 Attacks on Electoral System and the Electoral Court (TSE)

Bolsonaro’s attacks on the Judiciary are not limited to STF. The Electoral Justice system has also been a target. In Brazil, the Electoral courts regulate, implement, and oversee the electoral process, while also adjudicating disputes concerning the application of electoral laws and procedures. Following the protocol of other authoritarian leaders, Bolsonaro has invested heavily in delegitimizing the elections themselves. He has

---

repeatedly claimed – without ever providing any piece of evidence - that the electronic ballot system the country adopted in the 90s is open to deliberate manipulation, and that there were actual frauds in the 2014 and 2018 elections. Bolsonaro has supported Constitutional Amendment Proposal (PEC) nº 135/2019, proposed by Bia Kicis, which attempted to establish that the electronic ballots should print an individual receipt for each vote cast. Before Congress had voted on the PEC, Bolsonaro had threatened electoral institutions and mobilized his followers to rally around the PEC by saying that, without the “print receipt” for each vote, there would be no elections. The Chamber of Deputies ultimately rejected the proposal on August 10, 2021.

On the same date, the President of the Republic scheduled a commemorative military parade on the Ministries Esplanade, which was seen as an attempt to intimidate the Legislative and Judiciary branches. Bolsonaro posted on his social networks a video showing a military jeep passing in front of STF – an image charged with symbolism in the current political context in Brazil.

Bolsonaro’s systematic attacks on the electoral procedure are part of a broader strategy to undermining credibility in the electoral courts and in the elections themselves. While he had questioned the electronic ballots even after his electoral victory in 2018 (claiming that only a manipulation of the results had prevented him from winning in first round), Bolsonaro’s rhetoric against the Electoral Justice escalated abruptly in 2021. This can be explained by two concurrent circumstances. On the one hand, Bolsonaro paid close attention to Trump’s electoral offensive and sowing of distrust in the democratic

institutions. On the other hand, polls began to show Bolsonaro losing support among voters, with former President Lula appearing higher than the current president in the respondents’ preferences. If Trump’s case provided the blueprint, worsening electoral prospects provided the motive for Bolsonaro’s increasingly aggressive preemptive campaign against electronic ballots.

When asked to provide concrete evidence of the alleged vulnerabilities or frauds, the President confessed that "there's no way of proving whether the elections were rigged or not." However, in a public broadcast once again claiming that the elections were open to manipulation, Bolsonaro disclosed documents, obtained from Brazilian police intelligence, on ongoing investigations on a previous hacker attack to the Superior Electoral Tribunal in 2018. Despite the police report’s conclusion that there the hacking attempt did not compromise the safety of the voting system, the publicization of the documents fueled discourse against trust in the electoral procedures and made public information that, according to judicial authorities, encouraged and facilitated attacks on the electronic voting systems.

Seeking to account for these charges, the TSE announced a new Commission on Electoral Transparency, including one member that would represent the Armed Forces. Considering public questions and recurring doubts on the system that had been fueled by years of disinformation, this Commission would ideally allow for relevant institutional and social actors to experience and test the safety of the system by themselves, ultimately
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endorsing its legitimacy. However, the idea of the Commission quickly backfired. Representatives of the Armed Forces began to recurrently pose baseless inquiries to the Commission, creating more confusion and sowing distrust in the electoral procedure. In response, the TSE recently published an extensive document explaining or refuting every point raised by the generals involved in the Commission.\textsuperscript{67}

The Brazilian context reveals how electoral trust can be influenced and undermined by the actions of other sources of public authority. In this stance, the military support gained by the President has shifted the public opinion regarding the integrity of the electoral system.\textsuperscript{68} The Bolsonaro camp made the invitation for the Armed Forces to participate in the electoral procedure to mean that the ultimate integrity of the elections depended on military approval and participation in the process. The mere fact that the military posed questions to the TSE was seen as implying that there were indeed vulnerabilities, and Bolsonaro exploited this idea to justify his discourse against accepting a possible defeat at the ballot.\textsuperscript{69}

The Brazilian Electoral Courts are under attack by Bolsonaro, who has elected as his main targets the electronic voting system and the judges that protect its integrity. In this quest, Bolsonaro has found allies both at home (especially in sectors of the Armed Forces who are actively participating in his government), but also abroad. Indeed, electoral authorities are also concerned with Bolsonaro’s attempts to strengthen ties with other authoritarian leaders, and/or to find international allies in his attempt to undermine


the legitimacy of the upcoming elections. Particularly relevant has been the shift seen in international affairs after Trump’s defeat in his reelection campaign. The Brazilian Superior Electoral Tribunal has expressed concerns over possible cyberattacks coming from Russia, considering cybersecurity was part of the agenda in the meeting between Bolsonaro and Putin.

3.5 The celebration of Brazil's independence and the strong coup speech

In the weeks leading up to September 7th, 2021, the country experienced moments of great tension. There were legitimate concerns of an open coup d’état. Bolsonaro spent weeks mobilizing followers with anti-Court statements, often directed specifically at two Supreme Court judges, Alexandre de Moraes and Luis Roberto Barroso. On the night of September 6, 2021, protesters managed to invade the Ministries Esplanade, where the Supreme Court is physically located, but were later removed by the police.

Speaking to his supporters at the demonstrations, Bolsonaro uttered a series of threats to the Supreme Court and specific individual judges, extolled disobedience to judicial decisions. Moreover, he once again presented unsubstantiated claims about frauds in the Brazilian electoral system, focusing on the Superior Electoral Court (“I cannot take part in a farce like this one sponsored by the president of the..."
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Superior Electoral Court”, said the President during the demonstrations. In the following days, Bolsonaro issued a statement in which he seemed to backtrack, denying any intent to insult other authorities and apologizing for the “intemperate” words. However, shortly after, the President resumed his criticisms of the electoral system and inveighed against the Court.

The international media showed concern regarding the anti-democratic demonstrations that gathered in Brazil. “El País” stated that “El presidente de Brasil reitera sus ataques a la separación de poderes en la marcha de Brasilia antes de viajar a São Paulo para otra manifestación en este Día de la Independencia”. «Le Monde» declared that “Sur fond de menaces de coup d’Etat, des dizaines de milliers de manifestants ont défilé pour défendre le président brésilien, affaibli par des enquêtes judiciaires et des crises à répétition”. «The Wall Street Journal” stated that “Backers...
turned out in more than 100 cities to disparage right-wing leader’s foes in government and courts, calling to jail communists and close Congress”.

3.6 The clash between STF and Bolsonaro over the case of Rep. Daniel Silveira

More recently, the Court convicted Representative Daniel Silveira, a political ally of Bolsonaro, for crimes involving threats and encouragement of physical violence against the judges, as well as encouraging the violent abolition of democracy. Silveira was sentenced to 8 years and 9 months of reclusion; one of the two Bolsonaro’s appointees in the STF dissented and acquitted him of all charges, and the other one convicted Silveira only for the threats to the judges (a 2-years sentence). In the day following the decision, President Bolsonaro granted an individual pardon to Silveira.

While such pardons are in principle within the scope of executive power in Brazilian law, the fact that this (unprecedented) use of executive power was employed in favor of someone convicted for attacking the STF judges is also part of broader patterns of presidential attacks on the judiciary. Indeed, Bolsonaro’s pardon renewed online attacks against the Brazilian Judiciary and against Justices of the STF and the Electoral Court.

4 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

Judicial independence is an essential condition for the democratic rule of law, as it stands as a fundamental value of the rule of law and of constitutionalism. Its guarantee is equally fundamental to meet the provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human
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Rights, which states in its article 10, that “(...) everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal.”

Along with the Universal Declaration, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, similarly, in its article 14 remarks the independence and impartiality of the judiciary when it states “everyone shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law”. This content is also present in several other normative documents, such as the General Assembly Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, endorsed by General Assembly resolutions 40/32 of 29 November 1985 and 40/146 of 13 December 1985, which highlights the importance of protecting the independence and impartiality of the judiciary, “in accordance with the law, without any restrictions, improper influences, inducements, pressures, threats or interferences, direct or indirect, from any quarter or for any reason.” (item 2) and “inappropriate and unwarranted interference in the judicial process” (according to item 4), the Declaration of the High-level Meeting of the General Assembly on the Rule of Law at the National and International Levels (General Assembly resolution 67/1 of 24 September 2012), which reinforce the integrity, independence and impartiality according to article 13, and also points to the importance of the judicial institution as a whole in building trust and as a fundamental part of keeping the peace by maintaining the rule of law (article 18).

Beyond the normative corpus of the General Assembly and the treaties already mentioned, the principles of independence, impartiality and integrity of the judicial system are also present in numerous resolutions issued by the Human Rights Council, e. g. the recent Human Rights Council resolution 44/9 of 17 July 2020, which acknowledges not only judges as part of the judiciary but extends to Prosecutors and lawyers the protection from interference, threats and harassment; the Human Rights Council resolution 25/4 of 27 March 2014 (Integrity of the Judicial System), which reiterates the article 14 of International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; and, finally, the Economic and Social Council adopted the “Bangalore Principles” through Resolution 2006/23 : Strengthening Basic Principles of Judicial Conduct, which emphasizes six core principles that are intended to regulate judicial conduct and also provide a framework to
the legislative and executive on how to understand and support the functions of the judiciary. The Principles are: Independence (Value 1), Impartiality (Value 2), Integrity (Value 3), Property (Value 4, serving as guidance on how to protect the authority of the institution), Equality (Value 5) and Competence and Diligence (Value 6).

Lastly, the right to be tried by an independent court is provided for in art. 8, § 1, of the American Convention on Human Rights, in art. 6, § 1, of the European Convention on Human Rights, and in art. 7, § 1 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, being present in every regional system of human rights, making core values shared by the international community way beyond the United Nations’s system. Furthermore, it is imperative to highlight that those regional systems all have thoroughly reaffirmed in their jurisprudence the centrality of judicial independence as a core principle to safeguard democracy.

It is precisely because it is a right and a condition for the exercise of human rights at national, regional and international levels, that its guarantee is the duty of the State and the duty of all governmental and other institutions, as provided for in the United Nations Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary.

Contemporary authoritarian leaders like Bolsonaro often attack democratic institutions behind a veneer of legality. They rise to power through elections and co-exist with the basic accountability institutions of liberal democracy, such as the electoral system, the press, and the other branches. However, these leaders use the very instruments of liberal constitutionalism to undermine its foundations when the opportunities arise. They constantly mobilizing followers against other institutions that would check their power or protect competitive elections which can lead to these leaders’ electoral defeat. Their first major target is the independence of the Judiciary, especially the Supreme and Constitutional Courts. The practices coming from countries like Hungary, Poland and Venezuela are already internationally known. In Brazil, because of the double role played by the STF judges (who are also part of the TSE), it is no surprise that Bolsonaro’s attacks have been so systematic.
Jair M. Bolsonaro has given ample evidence of his autocratic tendencies. Even though he is still generally constrained by institutions in the short run, he has made clear his intent to dismantle these checks on his power – be them electoral or judicial. Bolsonaro attacks the judiciary; questions the legitimacy of elections; promotes subtle harassment of political opponents by opening administrative proceedings and inquiries against them; and, in the name of a pretended majority democracy, inflames the people against the institutions. In a recent episode, Bolsonaro egged his supporters on claiming that “we don’t have clean elections” and that he wants “every good citizen to have a gun in order to resist”.

Regarding the Judiciary, Bolsonaro and his allies build a narrative that seeks to delegitimize the Court before the population, inciting people against the institution. Threats of violence and military interruptions of the democratic and separation of powers arrangements; incitement to violence; expressing the desire to pack the Court with his allies; threats to disobey judicial decisions, and seeking his supporters’ approval to do so; targeting and trying to impeach judges that the government presents as enemies. These are all part of a modus operandi of gradual weakening of the judicial capacity to impose checks on Bolsonaro – and to protect the free, fair, and competitive elections in which the current incumbent might be defeated.

The institutional war caused by Bolsonaro undermines fundamental guarantees for the judicial role in a democracy under the rule of law. Beyond the avalanche of disinformation promoted by government officials, the President has explicitly told his supporters that “[the STF judges can] only be overthrown with effective and massive action by the people” and “the government cannot get [the STF judges] out of there alone”85. He has also said that STF judges ruling in favor of former President Lula’s
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criminal appeals were deliberately doing it so as to empower Bolsonaro’s current main contender in the electoral race.

Such longstanding patterns of political mobilization against the courts are a clear threat to the whole international normative corpus that protects judicial independence from undue external interference (as General Assembly resolutions 40/32 of 29 November 1985 and 40/146 of 13 December 1985 states), as it aims to submit the Supreme Court to the influence of the executive, as Bolsonaro capitalizes popular dissatisfaction with the political establishment and redirects it to the judiciary; at the same, as it happened during the pandemic, disinformation spread in this fashion allows the government to avoid responsibility for its actions during the pandemic, blaming instead the Court and other institutions. There were also egregious, false claims made regarding individual judges, such as when Bolsonaro said that Judge Barroso defended pedophiles.

Fostering a permanent institutional crisis has been Bolsonaro’s strategy to prevent judicial and electoral checks on his power, creating distrust and damaging institutional legitimacy in ways that linger well after the 2022 elections. Bolsonaro’s attempts to disrupt democracy and judicial independence and impartiality have made it more acceptable, to many of his followers, to directly attack the Court. Even if the current administration is defeated at the ballots, measures to fight the attacks on the judiciary must be taken, as the narratives and the influence of the government will most surely endure the election.

Those who believe that democracy in Brazil is currently sufficiently guaranteed and protected, and that institutions are in perfect working order are wrong. It is not necessarily easy to see when the line between democracy and dictatorship has been crossed, and Brazil might be crossing them in the next few months, as Bolsonaro both participates in the electoral campaign and attack institutions so as immunize himself against electoral and judicial limits to his power.
5 REQUESTS

In light of the above, we respectfully request that you undertake all appropriate measures to investigate this complaint, in accordance with the terms of your mandate as United Nations Special Rapporteur on Independence of Judges and Lawyers, especially in order to:

1. Conduct an official visit to the Brazilian State, to map the current/recent situation of attacks on judicial independence, meeting with relevant judicial actors, mainly the Brazilian Superior Electoral Court (TSE) and the Brazilian Supreme Court (STF), in addition to hearing members of civil society;

2. Request that the Brazilian Government provide information on measures it has adopted regarding the attacks on democratic and judicial institutions, including the ones that have been directly promoted or perpetrated by the President and other government officials;

3. Issue a press release at the beginning of the visit, holding a subsequent press conference at the end, to present preliminary conclusions and recommendations based on what has been observed, given the urgency of the threat to judicial independence described in this document, which has the capacity to put in jeopardy our democratic continuity considering the upcoming 2022 elections.
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<td><a href="https://g1.globo.com/politica/noticia/2019/07/10/bolsonaro-diz-que-vai-indicar-ministro-terrivelmente-evangelico-para-o-stf.ghtml">https://g1.globo.com/politica/noticia/2019/07/10/bolsonaro-diz-que-vai-indicar-ministro-terrivelmente-evangelico-para-o-stf.ghtml</a></td>
<td>Bolsonaro affirms he will nominate a &quot;terribly evangelical&quot; Justice for the Supreme Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro diz ser inacreditável o que acontece no STF e apoiadores pedem fechamento (Bolsonaro says it is unbelievable what happens in the Supreme Court and his supporters call for its shutdown)</td>
<td><a href="https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,bolsonaro-diz-ser-inacreditavel-o-que-acontece-no-stf-e-apoiadores-pedem-fechamento,70003759872">https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,bolsonaro-diz-ser-inacreditavel-o-que-acontece-no-stf-e-apoiadores-pedem-fechamento,70003759872</a></td>
<td>Bolsonaro says it is unbelievable what happens in the Supreme Court and his supporters call for its shutdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro volta a apoiar ato antidemocrático contra o STF e o Congresso, em Brasília (Again, Bolsonaro supports anti-democratic demonstrations against Congress in Brasília)</td>
<td><a href="https://g1.globo.com/fantastico/noticia/2020/05/03/bolsonaro-volta-a-apoiar-ato-antidemocratico-contra-o-stf-e-o-congresso-em-brasilia.ghtml">https://g1.globo.com/fantastico/noticia/2020/05/03/bolsonaro-volta-a-apoiar-ato-antidemocratico-contra-o-stf-e-o-congresso-em-brasilia.ghtml</a></td>
<td>Bolsonaro supports protest against Supreme Court and Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 de setembro: PM permitiu que bolsonaristas furassem bloqueio em Brasília? (September 7: Did the military police allow “Bolsonaristas” to break blockade in Brasília?)</td>
<td><a href="https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-58466098">https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-58466098</a></td>
<td>Did the military police allow “Bolsonaristas” to break blockade in Brasília?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relembre o que Bolsonaro disse sobre Alexandre de Moraes no 7 de Setembro (Remember what Bolsonaro said about Alexandre de Moraes on September 7)</td>
<td><a href="https://g1.globo.com/sp/sao-paulo/noticia/2021/09/09/relembre-o-que-disse-bolsonaro-sobre-alexandre-de-moraes-no-7-de-setembro.ghtml">https://g1.globo.com/sp/sao-paulo/noticia/2021/09/09/relembre-o-que-disse-bolsonaro-sobre-alexandre-de-moraes-no-7-de-setembro.ghtml</a></td>
<td>Remember what Bolsonaro said about Alexandre de Moraes on September 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE (TRANSLATED)</td>
<td>ORIGINAL LINK</td>
<td>ALTERNATIVE IN ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro afirma que não se pode falar em Poder vitorioso após atos de 7 de Setembro (Bolsonaro says it is not possible to talk about a victorious power after the September 7 demonstrations)</td>
<td><a href="https://oglobo.globo.com/politica/bolsonaro-afirma-que-nao-se-pode-falar-em-poder-vitorioso-apos-atos-de-7-de-setembro-25193807">https://oglobo.globo.com/politica/bolsonaro-afirma-que-nao-se-pode-falar-em-poder-vitorioso-apos-atos-de-7-de-setembro-25193807</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia has been meddling in foreign elections for decades. Has it made a difference?</td>
<td><a href="https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/01/05/russia-has-been-meddling-in-foreign-elections-for-decades-has-it-made-a-difference/">https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/01/05/russia-has-been-meddling-in-foreign-elections-for-decades-has-it-made-a-difference/</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil’s Bolsonaro embraced the U.S. under Trump. Now he’s in ‘solidarity’ with Russia</td>
<td><a href="https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/02/16/bolsonaro-putin-brazil-russia-ukraine/">https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/02/16/bolsonaro-putin-brazil-russia-ukraine/</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planalto confirma ordem de Bolsonaro para comemorar aniversário do golpe de 1964 (Planalto confirms Bolsonaro’s order to commemorate the 1964 coup anniversary)</td>
<td><a href="https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,planalto-confirma-ordem-de-bolsonaro-para-comemorar-aniversario-do-golpe-de-1964,70002767921">https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,planalto-confirma-ordem-de-bolsonaro-para-comemorar-aniversario-do-golpe-de-1964,70002767921</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TITLE (TRANSLATED)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ORIGINAL LINK</strong></td>
<td><strong>ALTERNATIVE IN ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidente afirma que deputado &quot;passou dos limites&quot; ao pedir seu fuzilamento e diz querer dólar mais estável</td>
<td><a href="https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/brasil/fc0501200008.htm">https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/brasil/fc0501200008.htm</a></td>
<td>(President says that Deputy &quot;crossed the line&quot; by asking for his execution and says he wants a more stable dollar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Vamos fuzilar a petralhada”, diz Bolsonaro em campanha no Acre enquanto discursava em um carro de som, o candidato do PSL imitou um fuzilamento e disse querer &quot;botar estes picaretas pra comer capim na Venezuela&quot;</td>
<td><a href="https://exame.abril.com.br/brasil/vamos-fuzilar-a-petralhada-diz-bolsonaro-em-campanha-no-acre/">https://exame.abril.com.br/brasil/vamos-fuzilar-a-petralhada-diz-bolsonaro-em-campanha-no-acre/</a></td>
<td>(“Let’s shoot all the ’petralhada’”, says Bolsonaro on a campaign in Acre while speaking in a sound truck, the PSL candidate imitated a shooting act and said he wanted to “get these rogues to eat grass in Venezuela”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TITLE (TRANSLATED)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ORIGINAL LINK</strong></td>
<td><strong>ALTERNATIVE IN ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Avanço de fake news no Facebook começou com queda de Dilma e teve ápice sob Bolsonaro, diz estudo</strong> (The advance of fake news on Facebook began with Dilma’s downfall and reached its peak with Bolsonaro, points out the study)</td>
<td><a href="https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2021/08/avanco-de-fake-news-no-facebook-comecou-com-queda-de-dilma-e-teve-apice-sob-bolsonaro-diz-estudo.shtml?origin=folha">https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2021/08/avanco-de-fake-news-no-facebook-comecou-com-queda-de-dilma-e-teve-apice-sob-bolsonaro-diz-estudo.shtml?origin=folha</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STF suspende nomeação de Alexandre Ramagem para o comando da PF</strong> (The Supreme Court suspends Alexandre Ramagem’s nomination to the command of the Federal Police)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong><a href="https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2020/05/general-heleno-fala-em-consequencias-imprevisiveis-se-celular-de-bolsonaro-for-apreendidio.shtml">https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2020/05/general-heleno-fala-em-consequencias-imprevisiveis-se-celular-de-bolsonaro-for-apreendidio.shtml</a></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Heleno fala em ‘consequências imprevisíveis’ se celular de Bolsonaro for apreendido</strong> (General Heleno speaks of ‘unpredictable consequences’ if Bolsonaro’s cell phone is seized)</td>
<td><a href="https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2020-05/general-heleno-fala-em-consequencias-imprevisiveis-se-celular-de-bolsonaro-for-apreendido.shtml">https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2020-05/general-heleno-fala-em-consequencias-imprevisiveis-se-celular-de-bolsonaro-for-apreendido.shtml</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Para jurista, chegada dos militares ao poder em 1964 não foi golpe</strong> (For the jurist, the militaries arrival to power in 1964 was not a coup)</td>
<td><a href="https://noticias.r7.com/brasil/para-jurista-chegada-dos-militares-ao-poder-em-1964-nao-foi-golpe-31032019">https://noticias.r7.com/brasil/para-jurista-chegada-dos-militares-ao-poder-em-1964-nao-foi-golpe-31032019</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title (translated)</td>
<td>Original Link</td>
<td>Alternative in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bolsonaro invokes “military intervention” against the Supreme Court and flirts with a coup)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bolsonaro attacks Barroso and links the Justice to pedophilia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quem está por trás da indicação de Kássio Nunes Marques ao Supremo Tribunal Federal</td>
<td><a href="https://www.gazetadopovo.com.br/republica/kassio-nunes-marques-stf-que-esta-por-tras-indicacao/">https://www.gazetadopovo.com.br/republica/kassio-nunes-marques-stf-que-esta-por-tras-indicacao/</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Who is behind Kássio Nunes Marques’s appointment to the Supreme Court)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kássio Nunes has support from centrist parties’ leaders and Flavio Bolsonaro for the Supreme Court)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Hoje eu tenho 10% de mim dentro do Supremo”</td>
<td><a href="https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,hoje-eu-tenho-10-de-mim-dentro-do-supremo-affirmou-bolsonaro,70003894017">https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,hoje-eu-tenho-10-de-mim-dentro-do-supremo-affirmou-bolsonaro,70003894017</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(‘Today I have 10% of myself inside the Supreme Court’)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STJ tranca inquérito contra autor de outdoors que comparavam Bolsonaro a pequi roido</td>
<td><a href="https://www.stj.jus.br/sites/portal/Paginas/Comunicacao/Noticias/23062021-STJ-tranca-inquerito-contra-autor-de-outdoors-que-comparavam-Bolsonaro-a-pequi-roido.aspx">https://www.stj.jus.br/sites/portal/Paginas/Comunicacao/Noticias/23062021-STJ-tranca-inquerito-contra-autor-de-outdoors-que-comparavam-Bolsonaro-a-pequi-roido.aspx</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Superior Court of Justice dismisses investigation against the author of billboards that compared Bolsonaro to a gnawed pequi fruit)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsáveis por outdoor que comparou Bolsonaro a pequi roido são alvos da PF em Brasília</td>
<td><a href="https://www.jornaldotocantins.com.br/editorias/politica/respons%C3%A1veis-por-outdoor-que-comparou-bolsonaro-a-pequi-roido-da-pf-1.2212921">https://www.jornaldotocantins.com.br/editorias/politica/respons%C3%A1veis-por-outdoor-que-comparou-bolsonaro-a-pequi-roido-da-pf-1.2212921</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Those responsible for a billboard that compared Bolsonaro to a gnawed pequi fruit become targets of the Federal Police in Brasília)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE (TRANSLATED)</td>
<td>ORIGINAL LINK</td>
<td>ALTERNATIVE IN ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leia a íntegra do pedido de impeachment de Alexandre de Moraes feito por Bolsonaro (Read the full request of Alexandre de Moraes impeachment made by Bolsonaro)</td>
<td><a href="https://jc.ne10.uol.com.br/politica/2021/08/13031610-leia-a-integra-do-pedido-de-impeachment-de-alexandre-de-moraes-feito-por-bolsonaro.html">https://jc.ne10.uol.com.br/politica/2021/08/13031610-leia-a-integra-do-pedido-de-impeachment-de-alexandre-de-moraes-feito-por-bolsonaro.html</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliados de Bolsonaro tentam dar um golpe do pijama no Supremo (Bolsonaro’s allies try to give a pajama blow to the Supreme Court)</td>
<td><a href="https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/columns/bruno-boghossian/2019/02/aliados-de-bolsonaro-tentam-dar-um-golpe-do-pijama-no-supremo.shtml">https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/columns/bruno-boghossian/2019/02/aliados-de-bolsonaro-tentam-dar-um-golpe-do-pijama-no-supremo.shtml</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title (Translated)</td>
<td>Original Link</td>
<td>Alternative in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro posta vídeo com imagem simbólica de jipe militar em frente ao STF</td>
<td><a href="https://www.cnbrasil.com.br/politica/bolsonaro-posta-video-com-imagem-simbolica-de-jipecom-militar-em-frente-ao-stf/">https://www.cnbrasil.com.br/politica/bolsonaro-posta-video-com-imagem-simbolica-de-jipecom-militar-em-frente-ao-stf/</a></td>
<td>Brazil: Jair Bolsonaro celebrates unprecedented 10-minute military parade in Brasilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro's coup</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brazil: Jair Bolsonaro celebrates unprecedented 10-minute military parade in Brasilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro repeats the coup threat and says that September 7 will be an ultimatum to the Supreme Court Justices</td>
<td><a href="https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2021/09/bolsonaro-repete-ameaca-golpista-e-diz-que-7-de-setembro-sera-ultimato-a-ministros-do-stf.shtml">https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2021/09/bolsonaro-repete-ameaca-golpista-e-diz-que-7-de-setembro-sera-ultimato-a-ministros-do-stf.shtml</a></td>
<td>Bolsonaro Is Getting Desperate, and It’s Clear What He Wants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As ameaças de Bolsonaro em discursos no 7 de Setembro (Bolsonaro’s threats on September 7 speeches)</td>
<td><a href="https://www.bbc.com/portugues/brasil-58479785">https://www.bbc.com/portugues/brasil-58479785</a></td>
<td>Brazil's Jair Bolsonaro says he will be killed, arrested or re-elected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title (Translated)</td>
<td>Original Link</td>
<td>Alternative in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro amenaza con poner firme al Tribunal Supremo de Brasil en una movilización multitudinaria (Bolsonaro seriously threatens the Supreme Court of Brazil in a massive mobilization)</td>
<td><a href="https://elpais.com/internacional/2021-09-07/bolsonaro-amenaza-con-poner-firme-al-tribunal-supremo-de-brasil-en-una-movilizacion-multitudinaria.html">https://elpais.com/internacional/2021-09-07/bolsonaro-amenaza-con-poner-firme-al-tribunal-supremo-de-brasil-en-una-movilizacion-multitudinaria.html</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pour la fête nationale du Brésil, Bolsonaro parvient à mobiliser large et menace un peu plus la démocratie (For the National Day of Brazil, Bolsonaro manages to mobilize widely and threatens democracy a little more)</td>
<td><a href="https://www.lemonde.fr/international/article/2021/09/08/accule-jair-bolsonaro-parvient-a-mobiliser-large-et-menace-un-peu-plus-la-democratie_6093818_3210.html">https://www.lemonde.fr/international/article/2021/09/08/accule-jair-bolsonaro-parvient-a-mobiliser-large-et-menace-un-peu-plus-la-democratie_6093818_3210.html</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian President Bolsonaro Rallies Supporters Ahead of Re-Election Campaign (O presidente brasileiro, Bolsonaro, reúne apoiaadores antes da campanha de reeleição)</td>
<td><a href="https://www.wsj.com/articles/brazilian-president-bolsonaro-rallies-supporters-as-he-prepares-for-reelection-campaign-11631047586">https://www.wsj.com/articles/brazilian-president-bolsonaro-rallies-supporters-as-he-prepares-for-reelection-campaign-11631047586</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro nomeará 75 desembargadores, na maior canetada da história recente (Bolsonaro will appoint 75 judges with the biggest stroke of a pen in recent history)</td>
<td><a href="https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/monicabergamo/2021/11/bolsonaro-nomeara-75-desembargadores-na-maior-canetada-da-historia-recente.shtml">https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/monicabergamo/2021/11/bolsonaro-nomeara-75-desembargadores-na-maior-canetada-da-historia-recente.shtml</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro participa de atos contra STF e reforça clima de tensão com Judiciário (Bolsonaro partakes in acts against the STF and escalates tension with the Judiciary)</td>
<td><a href="https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2022/05/bolsonaro-participa-de-atos-contra-stf-e-mantem-clima-de-tensao-com-judiciario.shtml?utm_source=whatsapp&amp;utm_medium=social&amp;utm_campaign=compwa">https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2022/05/bolsonaro-participa-de-atos-contra-stf-e-mantem-clima-de-tensao-com-judiciario.shtml?utm_source=whatsapp&amp;utm_medium=social&amp;utm_campaign=compwa</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title (Translated)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Original Link</strong></td>
<td><strong>Alternative in English</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil’s Bolsonaro embraced the U.S. under Trump. Now he’s in ‘solidarity’ with Russia</td>
<td><a href="https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/02/16/bolsonaro-putin-brazil-russia-ukraine/">https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/02/16/bolsonaro-putin-brazil-russia-ukraine/</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General desiste de cargo no TSE contrariado com uso político das Forças Armadas por Bolsonaro (General renounces place in the TSE unhappy with the political use of the Armed Forces by Bolsonaro)</td>
<td><a href="https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/eleicoes,general-desiste-de-cargo-no-tse-contrariado-com-uso-politico-das-forcas-armadas-por-bolsonaro,70003981393">https://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/eleicoes,general-desiste-de-cargo-no-tse-contrariado-com-uso-politico-das-forcas-armadas-por-bolsonaro,70003981393</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title (Translated)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Original Link</strong></td>
<td><strong>Alternative in English</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Exército, Bolsonaro volta a colocar dúvida sobre as eleições (For the Armed Forces, Bolsonaro once again throws doubts about the elections)</td>
<td><a href="https://veja.abril.com.br/coluna/adar/no-exercito-bolsonaro-volta-a-colocar-duvida-sobre-as-eleicoes/">https://veja.abril.com.br/coluna/adar/no-exercito-bolsonaro-volta-a-colocar-duvida-sobre-as-eleicoes/</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro anuncia perdão da pena a Daniel Silveira, condenado a 8 anos e 9 meses de prisão pelo STF (Bolsonaro orders constitutional pardon for Daniel Silveira, condemned to 8 years and 9 months in prison by the STF)</td>
<td><a href="https://g1.globo.com/google/am/politica/noticia/2022/04/21/bolsonaro-anuncia-indulto-paradeputado-daniel-silveira.ghtml">https://g1.globo.com/google/am/politica/noticia/2022/04/21/bolsonaro-anuncia-indulto-paradeputado-daniel-silveira.ghtml</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreto de Bolsonaro teve aval de militares, que tentam retomar espaço conquistado pelo Centrão (Bolsonaro’s decree had the blessing of the military, a branch that is trying to recover the space lost to the political center)</td>
<td><a href="https://g1.globo.com/politica/blog/andreia-sadi/post/2022/04/22/militares-deram-aval-a-decreto-de-bolsonaro-stf-ve-tumulto-eleitoral-e-foca-em-manter-silveira-inelegivel.ghtml">https://g1.globo.com/politica/blog/andreia-sadi/post/2022/04/22/militares-deram-aval-a-decreto-de-bolsonaro-stf-ve-tumulto-eleitoral-e-foca-em-manter-silveira-inelegivel.ghtml</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TITLE (TRANSLATED)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ORIGINAL LINK</strong></td>
<td><strong>ALTERNATIVE IN ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Bolsonaro volta a atacar urnas e Barroso e a colocar eleições sob suspeita.  
| Bolsonaro fala em "suspeição" de eleições caso ocorra "algo anormal"  
| Comissão da OAB aprova parecer que considera perdão a Silveira inconstitucional  
(Brazilian professional association of lawyers’ commission approves a consultive opinion deeming unconstitutional the pardon given to Silveira) | [https://valor.globo.com/politica/noticia/2022/04/27/comissao-da-oab-aprova-parecer-que-considera-perdao-a-silveira-inconstitucional.ghtml](https://valor.globo.com/politica/noticia/2022/04/27/comissao-da-oab-aprova-parecer-que-considera-perdao-a-silveira-inconstitucional.ghtml) |  |
| Após fala de Bolsonaro, Pacheco diz que 'não tem cabimento levantar qualquer dúvida sobre eleições'  
| Sete de cada dez novos seguidores de bolsonaristas são robôs, mostra levantamento  
(Seven out of every ten new follower of Bolsonaro’s affiliates are robots, shows study) | [https://congressoemfoco.uol.com.br/area/pais/sete-de-cada-dez-novos-seguidores-de-bolsonaristas-sao-robos-mostra-levantamento/](https://congressoemfoco.uol.com.br/area/pais/sete-de-cada-dez-novos-seguidores-de-bolsonaristas-sao-robos-mostra-levantamento/) |  |
| Governo Biden recebe dossiê de acadêmicos com alerta de ‘versão mais extrema de ataque ao Capitólio’ no Brasil  
(Biden Government receives dossier from academics alerting to a ‘more extreme version of Capitol’s attack’ in Brazil) | [https://www.bbc.com/portugues/internacional-61267152](https://www.bbc.com/portugues/internacional-61267152) |  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>TITLE (TRANSLATED)</strong></th>
<th><strong>ORIGINAL LINK</strong></th>
<th><strong>ALTERNATIVE IN ENGLISH</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro diz que fará auditoria privada nas urnas e adota tom de ameaça ao TSE (Bolsonaro says that he will order a private audit of the electoral ballot boxes and adopts threatening tone against the TSE)</td>
<td><a href="https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2022/05/bolsonaro-diz-que-fara-auditoria-privada-nas-urnas-e-adota-tom-de-ameaca-ao-tse.shtml">https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2022/05/bolsonaro-diz-que-fara-auditoria-privada-nas-urnas-e-adota-tom-de-ameaca-ao-tse.shtml</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veja respostas do TSE sobre recomendações do Ministério da Defesa para o sistema eleitoral (See TSE answers on the recommendations of the Department of Defense regarding the electoral system)</td>
<td><a href="https://g1.globo.com/politica/eleicoes/2022/noticia/2022/05/09/respostas-tse-ministerio-da-defesa-eleicoes.ghtml">https://g1.globo.com/politica/eleicoes/2022/noticia/2022/05/09/respostas-tse-ministerio-da-defesa-eleicoes.ghtml</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title (Translated)</td>
<td>Original Link</td>
<td>Alternative in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSE realiza Teste de Confirmação das urnas eletrônicas; entenda processo (TSE conducts Confirmation Test on the ballot boxes; understand the procedure)</td>
<td><a href="https://www.cnnbrasil.com.br/p">https://www.cnnbrasil.com.br/p</a> olitica/tse-realiza-teste-de-confirmacao-das-urnas-eletronicas-entenda-processo/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Em 1130 dias como presidente, Bolsonaro deu 4864 declarações falsas ou distorcidas (In 1130 days as president, Bolsonaro gave 4864 false or distorted declarations)</td>
<td><a href="https://www.aosfatos.org/todas-as-declara%C3%A7%C3%B5es-falsas-ou-distorcidas-de-bolsonaro/">https://www.aosfatos.org/todas-as-declara%C3%A7%C3%B5es-falsas-ou-distorcidas-de-bolsonaro/</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsonaro diz que país pode ter &quot;eleições conturbadas”, mas nega querer “suspeição” sobre resultado (Bolsonaro says that the country may have “troubled elections”, but denies wanting “suspicion” on the results)</td>
<td><a href="https://valor.globo.com/politica/noticia/2022/05/16/bolsonaro-diz-que-pais-pode-ter-eleicoes-conturbadas-mas-nega-querer-suspeicao-sobre">https://valor.globo.com/politica/noticia/2022/05/16/bolsonaro-diz-que-pais-pode-ter-eleicoes-conturbadas-mas-nega-querer-suspeicao-sobre</a> resultado.ghtml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Um em cada três mesários teme sofrer ataques na eleição, indica pesquisa (One in every three poll workers fears being attacked during the election, research indicates)</td>
<td><a href="https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/p">https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/p</a> oder/2022/05/um-em-cada-tres-mesarios-teme-sofrer-ataques-na-eleicao-indica-pesquisa.shtml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE (TRANSLATED)</td>
<td>ORIGINAL LINK</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Quem trata de eleições são forças desarmadas’, diz Fachin sobre questionamento de militares (‘Those who deal with the elections are the unarmed forces’, says Fachin concerning military’s questionings)</td>
<td><a href="https://politica.estadao.com.br/blogs/fausto-macedo/fachin-sobre-questionamentos-de-militares-quem-trata-de-eleicoes-sao-forcas-desarmadas/">https://politica.estadao.com.br/blogs/fausto-macedo/fachin-sobre-questionamentos-de-militares-quem-trata-de-eleicoes-sao-forcas-desarmadas/</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>